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North Sonoma Tour—May 1-9, 2021—Wishful Thinking??? 
Who really knows whether we will be able to run our spring Pegasus domestic tours next year?  We know it ’s still 6 months away 

before the first one.  Will we finally have a handle on COVID-19 by then?  We certainly hope so but we’d say its at best a 50-50 

chance.  But that hasn’t stopped us from going forward with planning our 2021 domestic tours.  Dean Karlen has put together an 

incredible tour in North Sonoma wine country that is sure to be a hit.  Those of you fortunate enough to have participated in 

Dean’s last Pegasus Tour, the Salish Sea Tour, know that he comes up with great routes and plenty of challenges. He has put 

together a preliminary tour description which will hopefully whet your appetite.  Please check it out here as well as the other tours 

on offer at https://www.pegasusbiketours.com/2021-tours. 

International Tour Initial Registration Leaves a Few Spots Open 
As we might have expected, initial registration for the two International Tours in Italy and Spain was a bit lackluster.  We still have 

a few spots open on both tours.  The Italian tour start with the Bolzano and runs May 29-June 12, 2021. We are calling this a 

hybrid tour as it starts as a classic point to point hotel tour for the first week where we ride from the Resia Pass, outside of Bolza-

no in the foothills of the Dolomites, to the beautiful Renaissance city of Verona. From there it becomes a Bike and Barge tour as 

we follow the Minco and Po Rivers and canals from Venice back to Mantua. This will undoubtedly be a tour of a lifetime. Check it 

out at Venice.  The second tour is the fixed-based tour in Ronda in the Andalusian hills of Spain in the southeast corner of Spain 

along the Mediterranean. This 10 day tour (June 16-25, 2021) includes a bus trip to Granada on our rest day and ends along the 

Mediterranean in beautiful Malaga. See all the details at Andalusia.  It is worth noting that as a fixed-base tour it’s an ideal tour 

for a non-riding partner.  Francien, our European guide has stated that there are several beautiful hikes to be had around Ronda.  

Go to: https://www.pegasusbiketours.com/2021-tour-registration to register! 

TENTATIVE 2021 PEGASUS BIKE TOURS SCHEDULE 

DATES TOUR LOCATION LEVEL 

April 22-26 4-Day Eastern Washington Tour Chelan, WA Intermediate/Adv 

May 1-9 North Sonoma Fixed-Base Tour Healdsburg, CA Intermediate/Adv 

May 13-17 4-Day Fixed Base Omak Tour Omak, WA Intermediate/Adv 

May 29–June 12 Bolzano-Venice, Italy Hybrid Tour Bolzano, Italy Easy/Intermediate 

June 16-June 25 Andalusia, Spain - Fixed Base Ronda, Spain Intermediate 

September 11-19 Oregon Coast Tour McMinnville, OR Intermediate 
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